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FREE-SPINNING, LONGITUDINAL-TRI~j , AND TUMBLING 
TESTS OF ~8-SCALE MODELS OF THE 
17 . 
COR1-r:ELIUS XFG- l GLIDER 
By Ralph W. Stone, Jr., and Lee T. Daughtridge, Jr. 
'SUMMARY 
A serie s of te s ts h ns ,Jeen ')erfol"'ll1ed in the Langley 
free-spinning tunne ls to determi ne the spin nnd recovery 
char2.cteristics, longi tudinal-b'im:',1.ing ch2,r a cteristics at 
extreme D,nzles of attack , and tumbling tendencies of a 
_1_-sc I:110 model of the Cornelius XFG-l glider. The 
17.8 
tests ~'lere made at an equivalent nltitude of 15,000 feet. 
The effects of loading , mass. distribution, and 
center-of-gravity posi tion u_ on the model characteristi cs 
were determined. The inverted spin characteristics and 
the spin-recovery parach ute requirements were also 
inve s tign ted. 
The, results of the tests shoi'led tha t the model would 
spin in a flat attitude 1'!ith eX,treme oscilla tions. In 
general, reversal of the rudder alone or extension of the 
spoilers stooped the spinning rotation, but the model 
remained in a stalled Glide . Movement of the elevator 
do1,,'.'11 pitched the model out of this glide. Longitudlnal-
trim t ,ests indicated that increasing the elevator-down 
setting to 20 0 insured pitching the model from this 
stalled glide , but the spin results indicated that care 
must be exercised to avoid en t ering an inverted soin. 
A 4.5-i'00t and a 7.5 - foot (l a id out flat diameter) silk 
t ail Y)D.rachute effe c ted s a ti sfactory re coverie s whe n 
opened during spins of the glider for the minimum flying 
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weight and the fully loaded conditions , respectively . 
The model would tumble unless the elevators were held 
against t h e rotation . 
I I\iTRODUCTION 
At the request of the Army Air Forces, Air Technical 
Service COrrLl1'!and, a series of tests has been performed in 
the Langley free - spinning tunnels to determine the spin 
characteristics , longitudinal - trim characteristi c s, and 
tumbling tendencies of a __ l __ ~scale model of the XFG- l 
. . . ' 1718 glider . The wings of the g' ider are swept forward and 
are located near the rear of the fuselage and have 
spoilers to aid in landing, The glider has a con-
ventional vertical tail surface but has no horizontal 
tail surface, the elevator controls being on the wings 
inboard of the ailerons . 
, Two loadings were tested , corresponding to the 
g lider in the minimum flying weight condition, and in 
the fully loaded condition . The spin and recovery 
characteristics "for both loadings were determined with 
the spoilers neutral or extended, with the landing ge'ar 
on and off, with forward and rearward positions of the 
center of gravity, and with various moderate changes in 
mass di~tribution . The inverted- spin characteristics 
f0r both loading conditions were also determined , and 
the effect of increasing the wing dihedral was deter -
mined for the minimum flying weight condition . Spin-
recovery tail parachute tests were made for both loading 
conditi ons . The longitudina l-trimming tendencies of the 
model mounted free to p itch were investigated, the 
effe'cts of spoilers , landing ge ar, and center - of - gravi ty 
l ocati on being determined . 
Tumbling tests were made for the model in the mini -
mum flying .weight and fully loaded conditions, during 
which the effects of center - of~gravity positions , 
spoilers, and landing gear we re determined . 
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SYMBOLS 
wing area, square feet 
wing span, feet 
mass of glider, slugs 
mean aerodynamic chord , feet 
ratio of distance ' of center of gravity 
rearward of leading edge of mean aero -
dynamic chord to mean aerodynamic 
chord 
3 
ratio of distance between center of grav ity 
and fuselage centerline to me an aero-
dynamic chord (positive when center of 
gravity is below fuselRge centerline) 
moments of inertia about X, Y, and Z body 
axes , respectively, slug - feet 2 
inertia yawing - moment p~rai11eter 
inertia rolling - mome ,nt par amete r 
inertia pitching - moment paramete r 
airplane relative dens ity 
air density, slug per cubic f oot 
f u ll - scale true rate of descent, feet per 
s econd 
angle of attack, degrees 
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APP ARATUS AND l,iETHODS 
Model 
Two dimensionally identical _ l_-scale models of 
17 . 8 
the XFG - l glider were built and prepared for testillg 
by Langley . Two models were built in order to expedite 
the tests in case of excessive damage to one of the 
models and because a model built to be ballasted for 
the light loading would be too weak structurally for the 
heavy loading . 
The dimensional characteristics of t r.e full - scale 
glide~ are given in table I. A three -view drawing of the 
model with the landing gear on is p resented in figure 1 . 
Photographs showing the model with the spoilers extended, 
landing gear off and on , are shown in figure 2 . 
The models were ballasted with lead weights to 
obtain dynamic ~imilarity to the g lider st an altitude 
of 15,000 feet (p = C. 00i496). A remote - control mecha -
nism was installed in each model to actuate the 'c ontrols 
for the recoveries . The landing gear was independently 
ballasted so that .correct mass characteristics were 
obtained for the model with landing gear cff and o~ . 
Wind Tunnel and Testing Technique 
The tests were performed in the Langley free -
spinning wind tunnels - the spin and tumbling tests in 
the 20 - foot tunnel, the longitud ina l - trim tests in the 
15-foot tunnel. 
With few exceptions, the operation of the 20 - foot 
tunnel is similar to that of the l5 - foot tunnel as 
described in reference 1 . The model launching t~chnique 
for spin tests has been changed from launching with a 
spindle to launching by hand with spinning rotation . 
Spin tests .- The spin data presented were determined 
by the methods presented in reference 1 and have been 
convert~d to corresponding full - scale values . Because 
of the oscillatory and wandering motion of the models , 
quantitative data. could generally not be obtained; there -
fore, only a description of the model motion before , 
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and the flight path after , control reversal is presented , 
together with the number of t urns it took the model to 
stop rotating after the control was reversed . The tests 
were- p erformed for the nDr mal spinning control configu-
ration (elevator fu l l up , a ilerons neutral , and rudder 
full with the sp i n) and for various other aileron- e l evator 
deflection combinations including neutral .s.nd m:ax imum 
deflections of the surfaces for t h e various. conditions 
tested . 
For the s p in- recovery parachute tests , t h e model 
was l aunched into its spinning cond ition with the rudder 
set f u ll with t he s:pin . Re c overy was then attempted by 
opening a tail p8rachute . The paracDutes used were the 
fl at c ircul ar type mAde of silk and had a .drag coef -
ficient of approx imately 0 . 7 based on the surface area-
of t he canopy . The di amete r was measured when the para-
chute wa s laid out flat . 7he towline was attached to 
t h e t ai l cone of t he mode l and t he parach ute was packed 
in such a manne r so as n o t to change the spinning con-
dition . 
Longitudina l - tri1n test s .- For t he long itudinal - t r im 
tests.! the model was mountea: on a special rig fixed in 
t h e center of the tunne1. (See fig . 3 . ) The model was 
restrained from any movement about the roll and yaw axes , 
but was free to r o tate about a p itch axis through an 
a~gle of plus or minus 900 • Pr ovision was made for 
mounting the model at v ari ous center - of - gravity locations 
thr ough a range of from 9 to 19 p ercent of the mean aer o -
dynarnic chord . The mode l was ma8S - balanced about the 
pitch axis f or the particular center - of - gravity location 
des ired . 
The model was r otated t o zero ang le of attack by 
strings attache d to the nose and tail . .The 8irspeed i n 
the tunnel was then increased and the .mode l W8.S allowe-d 
to assume an angle of t r im . In order to determine i f 
there was more than one ang le of tr i m for any condition, 
the model was r otated by means of t h e strings , and the 
trim ang le was m82 s ured when the strings \ive re released . 
The t rim ang les were read by means of a protract or 
mounted on a tunnel wi ndow which was aDDroximatelv 
parallel t " t he p lane of symmetry of the mode l. These 
tests were arbitrarily perf e r med with an approximate 
t u nnel a irsp eed of 44 f eet pe r second . . 
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Brief force tests were also run in the free -flight 
tunnel to determine the neutral point of the mode l and 
to obtain data which could be comp2.red with the results 
of similar balance tests performed at wright Field . 
Tlli~blin~ tests .- In order to determine the tumbling 
tendencies 0 the model, the model was eithe r released 
fron a nose ~up posit ion to simulate a whip - stall or was 
given an initial pi tchjng rot ation about a lateral axis . 
In the tests in which ~nitial rotation was given the 
model , because of the confined space of the tunnel, only 
enough pitching moment was appLied by hand to insure 
thRt the model would make P-C lea;.-;t one complete turn 
before it struck the safety net for cases in which it 
would tlli;~b le, or that the mode 1 would l11Hke approximate ly 
c·ne complete turn before it stopped rotating for cases 
in which it would not tumble. The number of turns the 
medel took before it ceased to tumble or before it hit 
the safety net was observed, as well as the behavior of 
the model while it was tumbling and s.fter it ceased to 
tumble . 
Moving pictures were taken of both types of tumbling 
tests so that .a study of the model motion could be made . 
App'r oximate verti'cal retes of descent of the mode l during 
the tumblinz tests were determined from the film rec'ords 
of the tu.mbling maneuver and ' from the tunnel airspeed . 
Tht:: camera speed being known , the 2.,parent vertical rate 
c f descent was determined from the nUJ!1ber of frames of 
film in I:"I'h1ch the model moved a certain vertical 
distance. This. apparent ver-cical rate of descent was 
added to the tunnel airspeed, giving an e.pproximate 
vertical rate of descent of the model during the tumbling 
marieuver . Three rudder-aileron control combinations were 
tested for elevator full up , neutral , and full down : 
rudder neutral , ailerons neutral; rudder fully deflected , 
ailerons neutral ; rudder neutral, ailerons fully 
deflected . 
PRECISION 
Inasmuch as the m9tion of the mode:), during spin 
tests was mostly very 0aridering end osc ill atory , the 
only precise data obtained were the number of turns the 
model took to stop rotating after control reversal . 
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These t urns are be lieved t _o ,be the true mode l values 
within the following limits : 
±t turn when obtained from film records 
+1 turn when obtained from visual observation 
- 2 
7 
These limits may have been exe ede d somew:!:1at for cases in 
which the model
v 
v'las extremely diffi cult to test . only 
approximate values of rates of descent and rotetion 
could be obtained . 
The angles of t riHl of the !flodel obtained from the 
l ongitudinal - trim tests are believed to be within ±2° 
of their true v a lues . 
A com.parison of model and airpl8ne spin results 
(references 1 and 2) indicated that the s-pin- tunnel 
results were not Blw8ys in ,complete agreement with the 
full - scale airplane results . In ge ner 21 , ~odels spin 
at a somewhat smaller angle of attack, at a some~vhat 
higher rete of descent , end with SO to 10 0 more outward 
sideslip . The comp ar ison made in reference 2 showed 
that 80 percent of the model recovery tests predicte d 
satisfactorily the c orres ponding full - scale recoveries 
a nd that 10 pe rcent overestimated and 10 percent unde r-
estimated the full - scale rec overies . 
Because of limits of accuracy in ballasting the ' 
mode ls 8,nd becpuse of i nadvertent damage to the models 
during the spin tests, the measured weight and mass dis -
tribution of the model varied from the t r ue scaled- down 
values by the following limits : 
Model ballasted for minimum flying weight condition 
(with pilot and landing gear) 
weight , pe rcent . _ 
center of gravity . 
Moments of 
inertia, 
ne r-cent 
r: J :x ' . -. 
'llY . .. 
IZ -
o 10Vl , 3 high 
o . 0 1"<5' r e 81"11' ar d toO . 05 c 
forward of norma l 
. 1 low , 22 high 
21 low, 1 low 
. . - 7 high , 15 high 
8 
Model ballasted for fully l~aded condition (with pilot 
and landing gear) 
~eight, percent .• 
center of gr avity . 
Mome ni;;s of 
inertia , 
percent 
,-
I 
I IX' . ) , 
"lIY • 
IZ ' 
.•.. 2 . 10w, 1 low 
0 . 05c re arw ard to O. Ole 
f orward of nor~al 
. . . . 5 high , 17 higr. 
. 9 low, 15 high 
8 high , 32 high 
The accuracy of measuring the weight and mass dis -
tributi on of the model is believed to'be within the 
f 0110wing l imits : 
iVeight, percent . . . ... 
Center - of - gr avity l ocation, 
Moments of iner~ia , pe rcent 
percent c . 
. . . . t l 
. . . . tl 
. .. ±5 
The controls were set with an accuracy of ±lo . 
Spin tests were made for the mode l conditions given 
in table II . The me ss characteristjcs and inertia 
parameters fo r the p oss ible loadings of t h e g l i der are 
shown in table III . Th e value s of the c orresponding mass 
characteristics and inertia parameters f()r the models as 
tested ~re p res ented in table IV . In addition~ the 
inertia p8 r ameters f er botn t h e mode ls and g l ider are 
plotted on figure 4. The basic load:lngs tested were 
the mini mum flying weight with }') ilot and landing gear 
and the fully loaded condition, wlth p ilot and landing 
gear. These lradings are herein' referred t o I1S the 
minimum flying we i ght and the fully l oaded c onditions . 
The maximum control deflections '..1.sed for s,?i n and 
tumbling tests we re : ' 
Rudder . . 
Elevator . . . 
Ailer ons . 
Spoilers . 
25 0 right , 
. .• 300 up , 
. .. 20 0 up, 
25 0 left 
20 0 down 
15 0 down 
90 0 up 
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At the start of the s;:)1n tests the maximum down-
elevator travel was only 100, but subsequent to the 
l ongitudinal - trim tests the elevator - down.deflection 
wa s changed to 20 0 • The maximum down-elevator travel 
used for the tes~ is noted on each of the tables of 
r esults . 
Variations in mass distribution were investigated 
in or de r to allow for the li~i ts of accuracy of the 
computed glider and model values and a lso to a llow for 
any re arrang ement of load ing which might lead to a 
spinning condltion in whi "c h a longe r pe riod of time is 
required for recovery afte r contr o l reversal. 
9 
For the investigati on of t h e effect of wing dihedra.l 
on t he spinning char acteristics of t he model, the wing 
dihedr a l was increased f r om 20 to 80 • 
The conditions tested for the longitudinal-trim 
tests and tumbling tests are given in tables V and VI, 
res pe ctively . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSS IO N 
The results of the s p in tests are p res ented in 
tables VII to XX . Re sults of right and left s pins were 
quite simil ar and res ct lts f or right spins are arbi -
tr arily pr~sented (glider turning to pi l ot ' s right) . 
TL.e results of t he spin- rec overy parach ute tests ' are 
presented in table N~I , and the results of the 
l ongitudina l - trim tests are pre se n ted in table XXI I. 
Tables XXIII to ~~V contain the t umb ling test results . 
Sp in Tests - Minimum Flying Weight 
Nor ma l condition . - The results of the bests for the 
minimum flying weight c ondlti on with the spoilers 
ne u tral are presented in table VII . mIen t he controls 
were set for t he n ormal spinning c'onfigurat i on (elevator 
full up , aile~ons ne utral, and rudde r full with t h e 
spin), a motion oscil l atory in roll and pit ch took p l ace, 
with approximately f cur os cill ation~ per turn of the 
spin . Although this motion resembled a wide r ad ius 
spiral, a def inite condition of· equilibrium appeared to 
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be present . Reversal of the rudder stopped the rotation 
in less than one turn , but the model remained in a 
stalled glide . , 
Deflecting the ailerons with the spin generally 
reta.rded recoveries slight ly . setting the ailerons 
against the s?in was favorable in that the model would 
not spin when the elevators i ere neutral or down . lfl/hen 
launched with rote,tion into the tunnel for these latter 
two conditi ons, the model oscillated violently and turned 
ove r into an inverted attitude . For the spins obtained, 
the a)'proximate average rate of descent was 120 feet pe r 
second , f~ll scale, and the approximate average rate of 
rotation was ~ revolution per second, full scale . 
Simultaneous full reversal of ' the rudder and ele-
vators for all elevator - up s pins resulted in rapid 
rec overies in which the model went into ~ steep dlve and 
then o~~r onto its back . 
Extension of the spoilers ge nerally decreased the 
oscillations and caused the model to stop rotating , even 
when the rudder was full with the spin (table VIII) . 
vl/hen the elevators were u p , however, the model renlained 
in 8 stalled g lide after the r otation ceased; reversal 
of the elevators from full up to full down after r otation 
had ceased c&used the model to go into a steep dive . 
When the elevators were down, 8, spin could be obtained 
from which [) raDid recovery was effected by full rudder 
reversa l . 
The results of tests of the model simulating the 
condition in which the landlng gear 11a3 been jettisoned 
are presented in table IX. 
These results, when compared with those with the 
landing gear installed, show a slight adverse effect on 
the suin and recovery characteristics of jettisoning the 
landing gear . 
There was little effect of increasing the wing 
dihedral fr om 20 to 80 (results in table X) . 
Mass variations .- The results of tests with noderate 
mass variations (IX and 1Z ' decreased 20 percent IX , 
and 1Z increased 17 percent Ix from the normal minimum 
flying weight condition) are presented in tables XI 
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and XII . These results are somewhat similar to those 
obtained with the model in the normal minimum flying 
weight condition . After beillg launched in a spinning 
attitude , the model usual l y ~ent into a flat stalled ' 
attitude, oscillator Y about all three axes someti:r.les 
with rotation about the vertical spinning axis and some -
times with little or no rotation about the' vertical 
a.."Cis . The rotation was stopped by rapid rudder reversal, 
but the model remained in a stalled g lide when the ele -
vators were up or neutral. Results o'f long i tudinal - trim 
tests indicated that movement of the elevator to the 
full - down )osition (20 0 ) after ~otation had ceased 
would have, undoubtedly pitched the mode l into a steep 
dive . 
center - of - gravity movements. - Yvllen the center - of -
grevi ty location was 5 percent of the me an aerodynamic 
chord rearward of normal (table XIII), the spin and 
recovery characteristics were similar to those with 
norrr,al center -C'f - gravi ty pos i tions , except that wh(;n 
the elevators were only 10 0 down, the model remained in 
a stalled glide afte r rudder reversal . The longitudinal-
trim tests indicated that the ~ode l would recover from 
t his stalled glide if the elevators were moved 20 0 down . 
When the center of g r avi ty was moved 5 percent of 
the mean aerodynamic chord forward of normal (table XIV) , 
the spins vere oscillatory :f).nd relatively steep· when the 
elevators were neutrai or down, but recoveries by rudder 
reversal were unsatisfacfory . The steep attitude of 
these spins apparently made the 'rudder ineffective 
because of shielding of ,the rudd~r by the wings and for 
this reason it is not considered advisab le to spin the 
glider with the center of g~avity forw ard of normal . 
Recovery may be effected in this load ing by holding the 
elevators full up, reversing t h e rudder to stop rotation , 
and after the rotation has stopped, fully reversing the 
elevator to dive out of the stalled glide . 
Inverted spins .- The results of the inverted spin 
tests · are presentea in table XV . For inverted s)ins, 
t h e designations of the control configurations are 
di.fferent from those used for erect spins . "Controls 
together II means that when the right rudder pedal is 
f 0r ward the stick is to the lJilot 1s right, and "controls 
crossed II m~ans th t when the right r udder pedal is 
forward the stick is to the pilot rs left . m~n the 
controls are together in an inverted spin, the ailerons 
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'='ppose the rolling motion; when the controls are crossed, 
the ailerons aid the rolling motion . Tl~ model would 
spin only with the controls crossed and the stick for -
ward for the developed spin. Rapid full rudder reversal 
stoppe.d the spinning rotation; the r.:ode l, however , 
reERined in a flat inverted position . ~ovement of the 
stick full back would pitch the glider from this flat 
inverted glide, but results indicate that care should be 
exercised· to avoid entering Em erect spin when the stick 
is moved full back . J?or the other control configurations , 
the· model motion was very oscillatory and the model went 
into an inverted glide or dive with stick forward and 
into an erect position with stick neutral and back even 
though the rudder was he ld full with the spin . 
Spin T·es.ts .. .,- . Fully Loaded -
The results of tests of the mode l in the fully 
loaded condition are presented in tables XVI to ~X . In 
general , the results· were quite similar -to those of the 
model in the minimum fl:ying weight condition for both 
erect and inverted spins. 
Spi n - Re c overy P arachute Tests 
The res Its of tests t t determine the optimum size 
of, and towline length for, s p in-recovery tail parachutes 
( tRble XXI) indic te that a ~_ . 5 - foot (flat circular) tail 
p arachute v'li th a 27 - fo C' t to',vline will pr C'duce s a·tis .,. 
factory recoveries for the minimum flying weight con-
d iti on . A 7 . 5 - foct diameter tail parachute with 27 - f c ot 
towline will be satisf8ctory for the fully loaded con-
dition . These results are based on tests with silk 
parachutes having 8. drag coefficient of approximate ly 0 . 7 · 
Long itudinal- Trim Tests 
The results of the longitud inal - trim tests of the 
model p res ented in table ~~II appear to be in g oc i agree -
ment vvith the results of the spin tests . \'Vhen the center 
' f gravity was at the normal location .(14 percent M.A. C. ) 
the model trimmed only at positive ang les of attack when 
the e levators were full up a.nd only at ne§ati ve angle·s 
of attac~ when the elevators were down 10 . Hcwever, 
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when the elevators were only 7!0 down, the model ' 
trimmed at both negative and positive angles of attack , 
and from the results it appeared that a down- elevator 
setting of 100 was barely enough to prevent trim con-
ditions at a positive angle of attack . Trim in the 
n ormal flight range of angles of attack could not be 
obtaine d with the elevators neutral. Brief force tests 
in the Langley free - flight tunnel indi cated that the 
s pin - tunnel model would trim in the ' normal flight range 
of angle~ of attack only with small down- elevator settings . 
The results of the Langley free - fli ght tunnel tests and 
r esults of Wright Field tests in their 5 - foot tunnel are 
compared in fi gure 5. The free - flight tunnel tests 
showed an ea.rlier stall and an upward shift of the 
pitchin g - mome nt curves in the ,posit ive direction, and 
indic ated t hat smell elevator - down deflections were 
needed for trim in the n or mal flight range . Additional 
long itudinal trim tests with s~all elevator - down settings 
s howed this tendency to trim in the nQrmal flight range 
f or the spin- tunnel mode l . 
The position of the spoilers ~nd disposition of the 
landing gear had no effect on the general trimming 
characteristics of the mode l with the center of gravity 
located at 14 percent of the mean aerodyn~~ic chord . 
1Nhen the center of gravity was located at 19 percent 
of the me an aerodynamic. chord and the land,ing ge ar was 
off , the results indicate t hatmor-e th8,n 20° of down 
elevator is necessary in or der to p revent the model from 
trimrning at relatively large positive angles of attack 
f e r this ~ondition, Oth~rwise, the results of the trim 
te~ts with the center of gravity moved rearward of normal 
wete very similar to those with the center of gravity at the 
normal location . 
Tumbling Tests 
r:Ji nimum flying we i ght condition.- The results of 
the tumbling tests in which the model was released with-
out :l,niti.sl :rotation from a nose - up position to simulate 
a whip ..- stal).. eondition are presented in table XXIII . 
The ,mode l did not tumble for any eontrol configuration, 
but executed a series of extreme oscillations in pitch 
during which the model would pi tch through almost ±180 0 
measured from the nose - down attitude . An attempt was 
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ma.de, by means of the film records of these tests , to 
determine if these oscillations da'11ped out . No damping 
effect could be observed in the short distance the model 
h8d to fall before hitting the safety net (approximately 
12 feet). ' 
The results of the tumbling tests in which the 
model was given initial rotation about the wing axis are 
presented in table XXIV . For all conditions tested , the 
model continued to tu,,'11ble in a positive (nose up) 
direction when the elevators were up and in the negative 
(nose down) direction ~len the elevators were dow~ . The 
model stopped tumbling, however, wh en the elevators were 
set against the pitching motion. With the elevators . 
neutral, the model continued to tumble in either direction 
when the landing ge ar 'N8S on and the spoilers were 
retracted when the center of gravity was normal or 5 per -
cent of the mean aerodynamic chord rearward of normal . 
For the normal center - of - gravity location, when the 
landing gear was on and the spoilers were extended, the 
modal would tmnble in the negative direction with the 
elevators neutral. Similarly, the model would twnble in 
the negative direction with ne~tr81 elevator when the 
landing ge a r was off and the s p oilers were closed . Vl{'nen 
the center of gravity was 5 percent of the mean aero -
dynamic chord fo.rw s rd of normal, however, the model 
wculd n e t tumb le with elevators neutral ~ 
Fully loaded condition.- The results of tumbling 
tests of the model in t h e f u lly lo a ded condition are 
presented in table ;\.XV . F or t~ese tests, the model was 
given initial rotation about the wing axis . The model 
stopped tumbling when the elevators were set against"the 
r o tation, but genera l l:r, continued to twnble for ('ther 
elevator p ositions . Th e results obtained were generally 
3imil 2.r to t h ose obtained with the model in the mlnlmum 
f 1 T ing we igh t c ondi t i or: (with :iJ i lot and landing g e ar ) . 
CONCLUSIO NS 
Based on the results of tests of _l_-scale models 
17 . 8 
of the XFG - l glider, the following conclusions regarding 
MR. :t'. o~ L5K21 
the spin and recovery and tumbling characteristics ' Of 
the glider at a test altitude of 15,000 feet have been 
made : 
1. The motion of the glider in a spin will be 
15 
os cillatory about all, three axes . The rotati(jn c an be 
terminated satisfactorily by reversing the rudde'r, ' but 
the elevetor must also be moved to a down 1.") os.ltion of 
20 0 to insure nosing down from the stalled- attitude . 
care should be exercised by the pilot, however, in order 
to avoid entering an inverted spin . 
2. Extending the spoilers will decrease the 
oscillations and cause the g lider to stop rotating when 
the eleyators are up or neutr,al even -if t h e rudder is ' 
he Id full with the spin., . 
3. Jettisoning the landing gear or moving the 
center of gravity: 5' percent of t h e mean ae~odynamic 
chord forward or rearward of nor.m B. l will have an adverse 
effe ct on r.e covery charac teris tics'. 
4 . Increasing the wing dihedral or varying the 
mass distribution moderately will have no appreciable 
effect on the spin and recovery ch aracteristics . 
5. Th e g lider will s p in inverted only when the 
stick is forward . The rotation can be stopped satis -
factorily ~y reversing the rudder, but the stick must 
be moved back to insure nosing out of the stalled 
inverte d position . Care 'sh '!uld b e taken to avoid 
entering an erect spin when the stick is move~ full 
back . 
6 . A 4 . 5 - foot diameter silk p arachute vlith a 
27 - foot towline for the minimwn flyil1g weight c('"lndition , 
and a 7 . 5 - foot diameter si l k ~ arachute with a 27 - foot 
towline for the fully loaded condition will . give satis -
fact(jry recoveries by parachute action alone . 
16 MR No. L5K21 
7. The glider "'ill tumble, but the tumbling motion 
can be stopped by deflecting the .elevators against the 
rotation. 
Langley I.Iemorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langle y Field, Va. 
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T ABLE I 
DI;, E NSIONAL CHARAC'i:'ERI STIC S OF THE 
COR~JELIUS XFG- l FLBL GLIDER 
Wing s r an, f t • . . . 
Length over all , f t 
1.'1Jing ! 
AI' e a , sq . ft . . . 
Incidence , deg 
Roo t . . . 
Ti p . . .. ..,. 
As pec t rati a .• . • . 
. . 
Dihedral (var iab l e) a 1 n8 
quarte r chord, de g . 
s weepfor war d et quarte r chord, 
Mean aerodvnamic chord , i n . . . 
deg . 
Ailer ons (unbalanced) : 
Are a , s q ft . . . . . 
Sp an, in.. • . . . .... 
Chord (rearward cf h inge line ) , 
pe rce n t wing chord ... .. . . 
Elevat or : 
Are t-?. , S q f t . . . . 
Span , in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Chord (ree r ward of hinge l ine) , 
percent wing chord . . . . . . . 
vertical tail : 
Ar e a , sq ft . 
Span (from L 
Rudder p.. r ea , 
of g l i de r ) , 
sq ft . . • 
in . 
. 54 
29·4 
. • • 0 
1. 5 
8 
· • 2 to 8 
. . • 15 
. 85 . 82 
· 31. 6 
· . 17 1. 25 
• 20 
· 36.4 
107 
. 25 
· . . 43 .5 
· . . 125 
· 19 . L~ 
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TABLE II 
SPP·i TEST COl\iDITIO;JS FOR THE _1_ .. SCALE 
17 .8 
I\~ ODEL ,)F THE XFG-l GLIDER 
___ _ __ . ___ gear . I spln I No . r'-LO~-;;-in~- ----~T- M~~--~~'~~~~'~~'~- -.-.- -. ~~d-ing --'I-;PO:~~", ~Qdif~c.ti:';l Typ~ of Data~ table I I 
1 I Mi nimum fl ying NO::-le On Neutr al l~one I Erect 
. 't I welgn i I 
2 ------do------ ---------do--------- ----do---- Extended I -----do- - --- i ---do--- I VI I I 
3 ------do------ ---------do--------- Jetti s one d Neutr al i -----do----- 1 ---do--- I IX 
1+ ------do------ IX and IZ decreased On ---do--- I -----do----- I ---do--- X 
20 pe r cent of IX I I 
5 -- ·----do------ Ixl~n~e;~e!~C~~a~~d -: ---do---- ---do--- '\ -----do----- i ---dO--- I XI 
6 ------do------ c . g . rear war d 5 per- ----do---- ---d 0 --- -----do----- ---do--- ' XII 
cen t of V. A. C. I I 
7 ------do------ c . g . forward 5 per - ----do---- ---do--- I -----do----- ---do--- . XIII 
cent of M. A. C. I 
8 - - ----do------ None ----do---- ---do -- - -----do- ·· - -- Inverted XIV 
9 ------do------ ---------do--------- ----do---- ---do--- VYing di hed r a l Erect I XV 
chan ged f r om I 
20to 8° 
---------do-------- - ----do---- ---do--- I Spin- re covery ---do--- \ XXI 
---------do--------- ----do---- ---do--- i pa~~~~:ute s ---do -:--:-- I XVI 
---------do--------- ----~o---- E}xtended i -----do----- ---do- - - I XVII 
- ---- - ---do--------- Jeth soned },eut r al ' -----do---- - - --do--- XVIII 
c . g . forward 5 pe r - On ---do--- I -----do----- . ---do--- I XI X 
cent of M. A. C. I ! I ' 
None I ----do---- ---do--- ! -----do----- Inve r ted I XX 
n ____ m dommm In--do--n -ndo--- I sp~~;~~~~~:~y I Erect I XXI 
c . g . r e a r war d 5 per- - - --do---- ---do--- j -----dO----- ---do--- XXI 
cent of 1l. A.C. 
- -- - ------.- .. -
VII 
10 ------do------
11 Full load 
12 ------do------
13 ------do-- - ---
14 ------do------
15 ------do------
16 ------do------
17 ------do------
~ 
~ 
t; 
::<: 
I\) 
t-' 

r-
8Loading 
1 Minimum flying 
weight with 
pilot and 
2 landing gear 
Minimum flying 
weight with 
pHot and 25 
gallons of 
gasoline 
3111inlmum flying 
weight without 
pilot 
5FUll load with 
pilot and 
4 landing gear 
Full load with-
out pilot and 
6 landing gear 
Full load wi th 
pilot, ~ithout 
landing gear 
TABLE III.· WEIGHTS. CENTER-OF-GRAV I TY LOCATIONS, AND MOMENTS OF I NERTIA 
FOR VARI OUS LOADINGS POSSIBLE ON THE XFG-l GLIDER 
Center-of- Moments of ~ at ~ at 
Weight gravity inertii 15,000 sea Ma8s parameters (~b) locat.1on (slug-ft ) ft level 
x/~ z/~ IX Iy IZ IX - Iy Iy - I Z 
mb2 mb2 
3881.2 0.14 -0.051 5139 ~6 8775 4.20 2.65 19.7 x 10-4 -122.7 x 10-4 
3599·3 .16 - .087 4798 4436 8635 3. 85 2.45 11.1 x 10.4 -128. 6 )( 10-4 
3681.2 .19 - .055 5133 4131 8455 3.96 2.49 30.1 x 10-4 -130.1 x 10-4 
7997·2 .14 - .022 5387 4935 9253 8 . 61 5.43 6.3 x 10-4 -59.7 )( 10-4 
7782.2 .19 - .036 4905 4329 8505 8.40 5·30 8 .2 x 10-4 -59.2 x 10-4 
7602 .2 .13 .•• 033 5293 4840 9249 8.19 5. 16 6. 6 x 10.4 ~64.1 )( 10.4 
L..-. 
-NUmbers correspond to numbered points on figure 4. 
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IZ - IX 
mb 2 
103.0 x 10-4 
117.5 x 10-4 
99.9 )( 10.4 
53.5 x 10-4 
51.0 x 10.4 
57.5 x 10.4 
- ---
3: 
::0 
Z 
o 
L' 
U1 
;::>;: 
f\) 
I-' 

- Load ing 
1Minimum flying 
weight with 
pilot and 
landing g. ar 
2"'in imum tlying 
weight with 
pilot, landing 
gear j ett1-
aoned 
~inimum flying 
weight with 
pilot end 
lanalog ge ar 
(e.g. rearward 
5 perc.nt IU.C.) 
3Minimum tlying 
weight with 
pilot end 
landing gear 
(e.g. torward 
5 p.rc.nt It.A.C. 
5Minimum flying 
w.ight with 
pilot end 
landln~ "'. or (IX &; Z in-4" •••• d 17.2 
p.rc.nt ot I)f) 
6"'inimum flying 
weight with 
pilot and 
landing go ar 
(Ix &; I z d.-
creased 20 
perc.nt ot I X) 
~ull load with 
pilot Lld 
landing goar 
2Full load with 
pilot, landing 
g.ar Jetti-
aoned 
3Full load .1 th 
p ilot and 
landing g.ar 
(e.g. forward 
5 perc.nt II.A.C.) 
MR No. L5K21 
TABLS IV.- FULL-SCALE VALUES OF THE WEIGHTS, CENTER- OF- GRAVITY LOC ATI ONS, 
AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA FOR THE LOADI NGS TESTED ON THE )[FG-1 MODEL 
center-or- Moment s of 11 at 11 a t 
Weight gravity (.i~::g~ ) 15,000 .e a Maea parameter. (lb) location rt level 
x/~ z/e IX Iy 1'1. IX - Iy Iy - 1'1. 
--2-
-:T mb 
3846 0.1.4 -0.052 5084 4369 9365 4.13 2.61 20.3 x 10-4 -1.43. 5 x 10-4 
3507 .12 •• 035 4789 4275 9096 3.79 2·38 16.2 x 10- 4 -152 .0 x 10-4 
3846 .19 - .052 50£4 3844 8840 4.13 2 .61 35.6 x 10-4 -1.43 . 5 x 10-4 
3846 .09 -.052 5084 4864 9860 4 .13 2.61 6 .3 x 10-4 -1.43.5 x 10-4 
4004 .1.4 -. 058 5941 4369 10222 4.30 2.71 43 .3 x 10-4 -161.3 I! 10-4 
3890 .1.4 ---- 4060 4369 8340 4.20 2. 65 - 8 . 7 x 10-4 -112.5 x 10-4 
7886 .1.4 -.010 5664 4738 10204 8 . 51 5·35 13.0 x 10-4 -76.6 x 10-4 
7547 .12 -. 023 5384 4655 9930 8 .13 5·11 10.7 x 10-4 -77.4 x 10-4 
7886 .08 _.010 5664 5738 11203 8 .51 5·35 -1.0 x 10-4 -76.6 x 10-
4 
1'1. - IX 
-:;T 
123 .2 x 10-4 
135.8 x 10-4 
107.9 x 10-4 
137.2 x 10-4 
118.0 x 10-4 
121 .2 x 10-4 
63.6 x 10-4 
66.7 " 10-4 
77.6 x 10-4 
a Numb• r • corr.spond to number.d points on figur. 4. 
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TABLE V 
LONGrrUD I NAL- TR I E TEST CONDITIONS O:1'"f 
THE -L-SC ALE rWDEL OF TEE X?G- 1 GLIDER 
17 . 8 
center - of - gravi ty 1 T--~'----- I  "l 
No . 1 0cati,on i Landing I Spol1ers I D8.ta on I 
f--_+--,_p",--e_r __ c~nt k. A .'.9--=--- --+-----~-e~::'-=__F i t able-1 
1 14 On i Neu::a~-r'~-II 
2 Jl~ --- - do---- 'I Ext~nJ.ed I I :3 14 Jettisoned l'Teu-cr a l I 
, 4 14 ----do---- I Ext'3nded 
I 5b/ I 19 On I Neutral 19 ----do --- - \ Extended I 7 19 I Jettisoned I Neutral 
~_.l__ 19 ~ - - - - d ~_~ .. ~-=-1 Ext e nQ_' e __ d_...I.--__ \_/_----" 
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TABLE VI 
m1'U:"BTII,T(' rr. T-ilS-111 C01l.IDI 'T'IONl.' (''''l-T f" t-- IH' _l--SC "T - ~<' 
_' . ..!.....J .. _. J .L -J -I . l _ .... _, U \). L ..;....;..I ", ' 11. ........ J ..... 
17 · 15 
MODEL ()P r~H.2: XFG- l GLIDER 
I No~T-- --~~~~~;-h--T----~1-:~-~~-~~r iat-i;~- -t -T-J~~~~iD._Lg g-~-E',r -1 s;o i-le~~- I Dat -a on t ab l e 
I---t--------- -- i --------- - ------------t ------ ----,------ -I 1 I Minimu"l flying None (In ~'Jellt ral I XXIII & XXIV 
! 2 I --~~~~~; ~------ - --- ------ do -- ---- ~ - I Je t t:i_Roned --- do --- I XXIV 
I;; -- - ·- - - do ------ ----- -----do - --- -- - - On _~xtended 1 
i 4- - - - - --do ------ I c . g , f orw8_rd 5 per - I - - ---do----- Neutr a l 
I cent of M. A. C. I 
5 I ------do------ I c . g . rearvvRrd 5 per - -----do ··---- ---do - - -
l~~~Ul_l _ lO ~d ___ J_=~'~_O~~~; A .~ . . _ J _=.~= -dO~-= ~ -_L-==c!~ ~_- ~. xx~---.-J 
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TABLE VII.- RESULTS OF SPIN TESTS OF A ~8-SCALE MODEL OF THE XFG-l GLIDER 17· 
IN THE MINIMUM FLYING WEIGHT CONDITION WITH SPOILERS NEUTRAL 
~odel launched erect with spinning rotation, rudder full right; indicat ed controls reversed] 
Elevator 
setting 
Full up 
Do----
00----
Neutral 
00----
00----
Down (10° ) 
D.o----
00----
Aileron 
setting 
Full against 
Neutral 
Full with 
Full agains t 
Neutral 
Full with 
Full against 
Neutral 
Full with 
Description of model 
motion (be'fore 
con~rol reversal) 
Extremely oscil-
latory; alternate 
rolling and yawing 
motion 
very oscillatory, 
inner wing dropped 
and mode 1 yawed 
into sp in 
Extremely oscil-
latory; alternate 
rolling and yawing 
motion 
Pitched and rolled 
onto b ack; went 
into left spin 
when launched with 
rudder against 
rotation 
Very oscillatory. 
inner wing dropped 
and mode 1 yawed 
into sp in 
---------do---------
Pitched into dive 
Extremely oscil-
latory; alternate 
rolling and yawing 
motions 
---------do---------
Flight path 
(after full 
rudder reversel) 
Made from 1/4 to 
3/4 of a turn 
and went into 
s t alled glide 
Made from 1/4 to 
1/2 of a turn 
and went into 
stalled glide 
Made 1/4 of a 
turn and went 
i,nto a stalled 
g lide 
Made 1/4 of a 
turn and went 
into stalled 
glide 
Made 1/4 to 1 
turn and went 
into stalled 
glide 
Would probably 
have gone on 
its back after 
approx. Jl: turns 
2 
Made 1/2 of a turn 
and rolled on 
back 
Flight path 
(after simultaneous 
full reversai of 
rudder and elevator) 
Made from 1/4 to 1/ 2 
of a turn and went 
into steep glide 
or dive 
Made 1/4 of a turn 
and went into 
steep . glide or 
inverted spin 
Made 1/4 of a turn 
and went into 
dive 
Flight path 
(after elevator 
reversal) 
Made 1/4 of a 
turn and went 
into steep 
glide or dive 
Made from 1/4 to 
1 turn and went 
into steep 
glide or dive 
Made from 1/4 to 
1/2 of a turn 
and went into 
steep glide or 
dive 
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TABLE VI I I 
RESULTS OF S?E~ T~STS OF A _l_-SC ALE :.WDEL Oli' 'ri ~E XFG- l GLIDER 
17 . 8 
Elevator 
s~!:in_g~_ 
Full up 
Do----
Do----
Neutra.l 
Do----
Do----
D. wn (10 0 ) 
Do----
Do----
IN THE ~ 'iINn.!Jlm PLYr\~G 'i\fEIGI-'.rl' CONDITION Wrr~--3: SPOILi~:iS :2X'":' .2:NDED 
~odel launched erect with s p inninG r o tation , 
rudder full ri6ht; i ndic ated c ontrols reversed] 
- .----.-.--;---------------- .-------, ----r---
Descripti:)n of mode l ! Plight path. I I Flight p8.th 
Aileron motion (before ! (after fu ll rud - i (afte r fu ll e l e -
__ ~~t t ~~g ----1-- c o rl~r ~.~ __ re_ ~~ r s e.!1_ .- - .1- .- --~~ ~"'--~ ve.E_~ a l _) ___ +_.Y a! or ~~ va.!'s 8.1 ) 1 
Full a galnst Stalled gllde ! ------ ! ------
Neut r al I --------- d c--------- ! ------ I wen~ into steep 
pull with 
Full against 
Neutral 
Full with 
Ful l a gainst 
Neut r al 
I ,. dlV~ 
---------do --------- ------ I dent lnta e r ect 
I spin e> r I inverted di v e 
I 
---------do---------
---------do ---------
--------- do---------
Pitched into dive 
Extremely oscil -
latory , alternate 
ro l ling and yawing 
motion 
I Made :~~-::rn I ~~~~~~ 1 
and pi tched ~ 
Full with 
I 0 
---- - ---- do---------
---L ____ _ 
into a dive I 12: 
------ I ------ . 
_____________ ~ ____________ _L. _ _ ~ 
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TABLE IX 
~ .. ~, 
RESULTS OF SP I N TE31'S OP A ~-SCALE VODE L OF THE XPG-l GLIDER IN THE 17 · 0 - . 
MINI MUM FLYING WEIGHT COFDIl' IO N WITH TH~ LANDING GE AR JETTISONED 
~poilers neutral; 
rudder full ri8htj 
model l au n ch e d erect with s p inning rotation, 
rudder revers al from f u ll right to full lef t] 
Elevator Aileron Descrip tion of mode 1 Hlotion Flight path 
set t ing set t ~n~___ ( be fore rudd<:r reve r s al ) 1 ( aft or rudder re ve rs al ) TI- .. ._--------
Ful l up ( 30 0 ) 
I Do-----I Do-------
Neutral 
Do-------
Do -------
Full down (10 0 ) 
Full aga i nst 
Neutral 
Full with 
Full ag ainst 
Neutral 
FUll with 
Full ag ainst 
periodically pitched from a 
fl a t to a steep attitude 
st 8.11ed g lide, extremely 
os c ill~tory in rol~ 
S p in ve ry oscillatory in 
roll and ·? itch 
Rolled and pi tched on back 
Stalled gli de , ve ry oscil-
la.tory in roll 
------------do -------------
Rolled a n d y awe d int o dive 
or ont o back 
Steep g lide, extremely 
oscillatory in roll 
and pit ch 
Same as before 
revep3al 
Made 1/2 of a turn 
and went into 
stalled glide 
Rol l ed into dive 
Same as before 
r e v ersal 
--------4-do---- · -----
Stalled g lide, ex-
tremely oscillatory 
" 
~ 
~ 
in roll ~ 
DO------- I Neutral ! St a lled g lide , very oscil - St.alled g lide _~ ? 
latory in yaw and p itch ~ 
. _ ____ ~~.:::.~~.==_=~ __ Ful: wi th __ L._~~81~ed g~_ide -~=~ ~ 
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TABLE X 
RES ULTS OF S:?H:r T.sSTS OF A _l_-SCAIE fiO DEL OF TM XFG-l GLIDER 
17 · 8 
IN 'rIiE lVT I]\JINIUM PLYING VVEIGET CONDITION WITH INCREASED WI NG DIHEDRAl. 
Elevator 
settin& 
Ful l up 
Du----
Do----
Neutra l 
Do ----
Do----
Full down 
(20 0 ) 
~poilers neutral; wing dihe dral i ncreas e d to 80 ; node l 
launched erect with s p inning rotation, rudde r full rig}-it; 
rudder reversal from full ri s ht to full left] 
-.------------
Aileron Description of model l1!O -Gl C n Flight path 
setting (before r udder ~ever~~ (after rudder reversal , 
Full with 
Neutra l 
Full against 
Full vdth 
Neutral 
Full against 
Full VIi th 
stalled s piral g lide 
------------ do -------------
------------do - -- ----------
Wandering , wide radius spin 
------------do -------------
------------do-------------
Sp in very oscillatory in 
pitch and yaw (made 
ap?roximately 1 turn in 
flat attitude and 2 in 
steep ettitude, then 
repeated) 
straight stalled g lide 
approximate ly 174 
turn after reversal 
Do . 
Do . 
Stal led glide :z: 1./ 1+ 
after 
Stalled 
after 
Stalled 
reversal 
glide 3/l..~ 
reversal 
glide 1/2 
after reve.t'S a l 
turns 
turn 
turn 
Same as before reversal 
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TABLE X - Concluded 
:=tESULTS OF SPIN TBSTS OF A _l_-SC ALE 
17 · 8 
MODEL OF THE XFG- l GLIDER - concluded 
------.- ---------------------------- -------
Elevator 
setting 
Full down 
( 20 0 ) 
Aileron Description of mode l motion F l ight path I 
~etting (before rudder reversal) ( aft er rudder reversal) 
Neutra l steep spin went into inverted 
stalled g lide a~proxi -
mately L2: turns after 
2 
L DO----_ I Full agains~ we nt inverted reversal 
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TABLE XI 
RESULTS OF SPIn TESTS OF A --LS -SCALE Iv[ODEL OF THE XFG-l GLIDER IN THE 
17 · 
MINI1tfUM FLYING \;VEIGHT CO NDITION ' WI'I'H MASS RETRAC'rED LATERALLY 
~X and I Z decreased 20 percent of IX from nor~a l; s~oilers neutral; 
- model launche d erect with s pinning rotet ion , rudder f ull right; 
rudder reversel from full right to full leffj 
Elevator Aileron De s cription of model motion Flight path 
- -:=l-
Full up kll ag . inst stalled glide , extreme ly I Stalled g lide, very 
se"tt;i~ ~_~!tin_~ __ ( bef~~_~ldder r~versa~L. ___ ( af~~r rudder reversal 
Do --- -
Do----
Ne utra l 
Do----
Do----
Full down 
(10 0 ) 
Do----
Do----
Neutral 
Full with 
Full against 
Neut r a l 
Ful l with 
Full ag ainst 
Neutral 
Full with 
osci ll atory in roll, oscillatory ,in roll; 
pitch, and yaw rotation stopped in 
1 turn 
------------do-------------
Stalled g lide, extremely 
oscillatory in roll 
- -----------do-------------
Steep dive 
Stalled g lide 
}\Ilodel yawed and pi tched 
into steep dive 
Steep g lide , very oscil-
latory in roll 
Stalled g lide, so~etimes 
dived into inverted 
Stalled g l ide , extremely 
oscillatory in roll; 
rot ation stopped in 
3/4 of a turn 
Same as before reversal 
Do . 
Stalled g lide, very 
oscillatory in roll 
Same as before r eversal 
Do . 
Stalled g lide 
Model went into dive 
'--_____ ---Li _ __ pas i t:::..;l=:,." O.:::..D:.:: ______ _ 
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TABLE XII 
RESULTS OF SPIN TESTS OF xi _ l_-SCALE MODEL OF 'l'HE XFG-l GLIDER 
17 . 8 
IN TRE l'UnnlUI-,! FLYING WEIG:IT CONDITIOt.r WITH MASS EX'l'ENDED LATERALLY 
~x and I Z inc.reased 17 p:r:ent . of < IX from ~orm.al; spoilers n:u.tral; 
model launcned erect vVltL splnnlng rotatlon , rudder full rlgn t ; 
r udder reversal from full right to full leffj 
, --,---' . __ .- -.-~ 
Elevator I Aileron Descri~J tion of model motion 
setting setting ( before rudder reversal ) 
Full up 
(30 0 ) 
Do----
Do----
Neutral 
Do----
Do-- - -
Full down 
(10 0 ) 
Do----
Do----
F u ll a g ainst 
Neutr a l 
:t<'ull 1Nith 
Full ag ainst 
Neutra l 
Full with 
Full against 
Neut r a l 
Full with 
st sl led glide , ext remely 
oscillatory in roll, 
yaw, and pitch 
------------do ------ - ------
------------do -------------
wodel rolled and yawed into 
steep dive 
Moderately steep spin , ve r y 
oscillatory in ro l l 
Stalled glide , yawed and 
ban:':ed 
Rolled and yawed into 
steep dive 
Very oscillatory spin , 
whipping met ion in roll 
and yaw 
------------do ----- --------
:2' light path 
( after rudder reversal ) 
St a l l ed g l ide , very 
os c illatory in ro ll 
Do . 
Do . 
Same as before reversal 
Made e ·turns and went 
2 
i nto steeD sta l led 
g lide ~ 
stalled g llde 
Dive 
r<ade more than 1 turn 
and went into dive 
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:r ABI£ XIII 
1 
RESULTS OF SPIN rC3S'rS OF A --~--SCALE j\·ODSL OF 'THE XFG - l GLID3R 
1,( .8 
IN TEE MI~IMUI.1 FLYLIJG ~E -: GT.='"'" C ~}j\TDITI0 j'T ;iVITH TEE Cm,'1'.~R O?' GR AVITY 
:<OVED 5 :F~RC:ci:l\;'I' REA:.:\\VARD OF nOli;,' AL 
[Spoilers neutr al; l;lOJe l le.unched erec t with s ~) inning rotation , 
rudde r full rigl'l t; rUd.dc r reve rs al from full ri sht to full l ef t] 
I - 1--------·--· - ---. ---T Fl i gh t path 
I E levator I Ailer on Descri~J t ion of raode l motion Rafter rudder 
1 __ :~~ti::~ ___ . ____ L ___ se~ting - -----( befor~_:uc.!~~~._.~~~~rs ~2.L____ reversnl )1 
Ful l up I Ful l ~gainst Violently oscillatory in roll , . -------
Y8">fJ , a!ld pi tch . 
Do---.---- i\Teutral St a lled glide , very osciJ.latory ------- I 
in r o ll and vaV'! 
Do ------- Full with Stelled glide,· very oscillatory -------
Neutral 
Do- ------
Do-------
Full down (10 0 ) 
Full against 
Neutral 
Full with 
in r o l l I 
Pitch ed and r o lled onto b a ck -------
Stalled g lide , very osci llatory 
in roll , sometimes rolled 
onto back 
Stalled g lide , very ~scillatory 
in roll 
------ -
-------
-------
I 
I 
I 
I Do-- - - -.- -
Do-------
Full against 
Neutral 
Full with 
Rolled and ,i tch ed onto back 
Ro lled and pi tcLed into 
vertical or inverted position 
Stalled g l ide , slightly 
osc i ll atory in roll 
.--L-. _______ --'-_ _ _____ --'-____ _ 
------- J -------
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TABLE XIV 
RESULTS OF SPIN TESTS OF A -LS - SCALB; IvIODEL OF THE XFG- l GLIDER 17 · -
I N THE MI NI MUM I-i'LYING 'iv'EIGHT CO}J1)ITION NITH THE CENTER OF GRAVrry 
MOVED 5 PERCENT FORWARD OF NOR~~AL 
[l:Iodel l;J1.:f'.c[,cJ. eI'ect vvlth spinning r ot ati on , r udder 
full rj p:ht : r 11dt:er revers al from full right to full lef£} 
I Elevat0T--~:\i 1 ,~1"-C~-- T~F,~~-;;-ript 'ion of model motion Flight path 
~Iet~~n?___ _ _ S?l ? i~lb ----r! - .. ( be.£ore _r~dd~.r r e ver_s 2.1 ) ( A.fter _ rUd~~r r e ve~s a l) 
I 
I 
Ful l o up 1 t·'u.1J. at,c~ln8 t 3 t e lled g llde Stalled g l l.Qe , os cll-(30 ) latory i n roll 
Do---- Neutral ------------do ------------- SSJne as before reve r sal 
Do ---- Full v!ith I - - ----------do ------------- Dive or stalled g l ide 
Neutral Full agsi ns G steep wande ring and very Same as before r e vers al 
Do---- Neut r al 
oscil l atory s pin with 
whip 
------------do ------- - ----- went into a steep dive 
in gre ater than 
II Do---- I Full with ------------do----------- - -
. Full gown Full agH:Lnst steep spin , eztre mely 
It t u rns 
(10 ) I wande r ing and oscillatory I Same 8.S before reversal 
Do--- GNeutral steep wan derins and oscil - went into invert. ed dive 
let- ory spin with whip I . 
Do---- _ Ful l wi.th ------------~o - _=__=_= ------- .. L!ame as before ~~ve~sa l 
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Ele vator 
setting 
stick full 
forward 
Do----
Do----
stick 
neutral 
TABLE XV 
RESULTS OF INVERTE D SPIll! T2STS OI~ A 171. 8-SCALE TWDEL 
OF THE XFG-l GLIDER I N THE MI NIMUM FLYI NG WEIGl-IT CONDITION 
l§p oilers neutral; model l aunche d inverte d with spinning 
rotation , rud der f u ll to pilot 1s right; r u d der reversal 
from full to pilot 1s right to f u ll to p ilot ' s lef~ 
, - - - - - - --- ,---- ---------
I Aileron Descrip ti on of model motion Iplight path 
__ ~~ting (be ~ or~ r~.?-de ~.:ever_~a~_) __ _ ( afte~ .ruct.~~r r e ve rs a l) rStlck ful l Inverted g lide oscl 11etory t~ ade 1/4 of a turn and right _ in yaw glided inverted 
I (controls together) I Stick Very os cillatory ln yaw , Made 1/4 of a turn and 
neutral p itch ed into erect dived inverted 
p ositi on 
Stick full Sp in ve ry oscillator y in Do . 
left r oll and yaw 
( controls 
cross e d) 
Stick ful l Oscillatory. pit ched into JVIade 1/4 of a turn and 
right erect stalled glide dive d into erect 
(controls position 
together ) 
l Ru dde r reversed while model was in flat a t t itude due to laun ching rotation 
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TABLE XV - concluded 
RESTJLTS OF INVER'1'ED SPIN TESTS - concluded l Ele v ator """I Aileron I Descrlption of model motion 
setting + set+;ing (befo':'e rudder r ev:.er~al) 
Stick- - --- I- sti:k ---- I -OSC1-1~:~Ory , p itch ed i nto 
neutral neutral i erect p osit-ion ; erect 
Do ----
stick full 
back 
Do----
Do ----
stick full 
l e ft 
(controls 
crossed ) 
Stick full 
right 
(c ontr ols 
toge ther) 
Stick 
neutral 
Stick full 
left 
(controls 
'--______ -'--_cros s e_~L 
stalled ~ l ide once 
Oscill a t ory , p itched into 
e r e ct p osi tion 
Os cillatory , pitched into 
erect stalled g lide 
------------do-------------
------------do -------------
IFlight path ~ 
(afte r rudde r reversal ) i 
~,J ade l/L~ of a turn and 
went into erec t 
stalled g lide 
M8de 1/4- of a turn and 
dived inver ted 
Iv~ade from 1/4 to 1/2 of 
a t u rn and dived into 
erect st a lled g lide 
lITade 1/2 of a turn a nd 
dived into erect 
position 
Do . 
lRudder reversed while mode l was in flat attitude due to launching rotation 
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TABLE XVI 
RESULTS OF SPIN TESTS OF A -l-SCALE MODEL 
17.8 
OF THE XFG-l GLIDER IN THE FULLY LOADED CONDITION 
@poilers neutral; model launched erect with spinning rotation,_rudder 
full right; rudd'er reversal from full right to full lefiJ 
I i -----r -, - ---- --, ---- - -
'Elevator l Aileron I Description of model motion 
setting setting I (before rudder reversal) 
Full up F~ll-With--~! -Stalled sPi r-a-I--g-l~i-d-e---------r----------------------' 
Do---- Neutral 'I Stalled glide 
Flight path 
(after rudder reversal) 
Do---- Full against ------------do------------
Neutral Full with Spiral dive 
Do---- Neutral Made 1/2 turn, dived a 
short distance; motion 
is re peated 
Do---- Full agal nst Very oscillatory with wide 
radius; ~ght be spin 
Full down 
(200 ) 
Full wi th 
or s piral gllde 
V[andering spin with large 
pitch ing oscillations; 
very steep 
---- .. -..,. 
- .. -----
Same as before reversal 
Made 1/4 turn and 
glided (noderately 
steep) 1 
Made I to 22 turns and 
went into inverted 
~ spins 
Do~--- ! Neutral I ------------do------------ I Same as before reversal 
__ D_O_-=~ll a gainst ,J _ Pi ~_~hed_ i~O i~ver~,ed spin , -------
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TABLE XVII 
RESULTS OF SPIN iJ:ESTS OF A -L..8 - SCALE l\WDEL OF TEE XFG-l GLID3R 
17 · 
Elevator 
setting 
1-- -.-
Ful l up 
Do----
Do----
Neutral 
Do ----
Do- ---
Ful l down 
( 20 0 ) 
Do----
Do----
IN THE FULLY LOADED CONDI'I' ION WI TH SPOILB8S EXTENDED 
Ov10del l au nche d eract with spinning rotat ion, rudder 
full right ; reversal fr om full r i ght to full lef~ 
.-_ .. -l 
Aileron Description of model moti on Flight pat h 
setting (before rudde r re vers~l) ( after rudder re v e r sal) 
Full with 
Neutral 
Full against 
Full with 
Ne utral 
Full ag ainst 
Full with 
Neutral 
Full ag ainst 
Spira.l g lide 
- - ----------do -------------
------------do -------------
------------do -------------
---- - -- - ----do -------------
Wandering s p i n ; one yawing 
oscillation pe r turn of 
spin 
Spiral dive 
------------do -------------
went into inverted spin 
S ame as befor e reversal 
Do .. 
M2,de 1/2 turn and went 
into stalled gl i de 
Made 1/4 turn and went 
i n t o inverted dive 
Made 3/4 turn and went 
into inverted d i ve 
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TABLE XVIII 
RESULTS OF SPIN TESTS OF A _l_-SCALE I.TODEL OF THE XFG-l GLIDER 
17.8 
I N THE FULLY LOADED CO NDITI ON WIT~'~ LAHDI FG GEAR JS'l:TISO NED 
[§poile rs neutral; model launched erect wi th s p innin~ Y'ot a tion , 
rudder full ri ght; r udde r r evers a l froj';! full right t o f u ll lef-t] 
Elevator 
setting 
~--.----.--
Full up 
Do----
Do----
Neutral 
Do----
Do----
Full down 
(20 0 ) 
Do----
Do----
Ai leron DGs cr i .0ti on of model mo ti on . F l iC"b t p ath ~1 
s e tting ( be for a rudder reve~D al) ( after r udde r reve rsal) . 
---;~~l Wi-~~' --~-;;'~~'G ~- ··~·~i~e-·--'-----'-··- ---· --~~~~~ ... -.--. 1 
Ne utral ------------do ------------- -------
Full ag ainst ------------uo------------ -------
Full with Wide spir a l g lide os cil- Same as before revers a l 
Neutral 
Full against 
Ful l with 
Neutra l 
Full against 
l atory in pitch 
------------do-------------
in roll , 
Wide r adius spin 
Sp in , oscillatory 
pitch, and yaw 
Sp in, oscillatory in 
pi tch and yaw 
Spin, oscillatory 
pitch , and yaw 
in roll, 
Do. 
Made 1/2 turn and dived 
Same as b e fore revers a l 
Do . 
Made 3/1-1- turn and went 
into s t alle d g lide; or 
ma de 1/4 turn and wBnt 
into s t eep inverted 
dive 
'--______ --.JL-______ ~_____1 ______ . __ __'~!I__-.-------.----
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TABLE XIX 
RESULTS OF SPI N T3:STS OF A -dn-SCALE r";Oi)~L OF 'rHE XFJ- l GLID2R IN THE 
17 · 0 
FULLY LOADED CONDITION WITH TEE CENTE~ OF' GRAVITY ;·:OVED 5 PERCENT F02,,',rk 'iD OF NOflrfihL 
I§poilers nentral; wodel launched erect with s pinning rotation , 
rudde r full right ; rudder reversal fr om full righ t to full lef~ 
Elevator 
setting 
Full up 
Do ----
Do----
Neutra l 
Do----
Do----
Aileron Description of model motion Flight path 
set t ing (before rudder r eversal ) ( after rudde r revers81 
Ful l with 
Neutra l 
Full against 
Full with 
Neutral 
Full against 
went into a stalled g lide 
------------do-------------
------------do -------------
steep spin 
------ - -----do -------------
------------do-------------
----.-- ~------
same as before reversal 
Do . 
Dived out after ap proxi -
mately 1 turn 
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Elevator 
setting 
stick ful 
forward 
Do---
stick 
neutral 
1 
TABLE XX 
RESULTS OF INV~RTED SPIN TESTS OF A _ l_-SC ALE MO DEL 
17 · 8 
OF l'HE XFG- l GLIDER IN FULLY LOAD~D COt:'DITION 
~poilers neutral; model l aunched inve rted with spinning 
r otation, rudder full to ? ilot fs right ; rudder reversal 
f r om full to pi lot I s right to full to pilot ' s lef-t} 
._---- ',-----
--
Description of model Flight path 
Aile r on motion ( bedore (af t er rudder 
setting rudder reversal ) reversal ) 
----_ .. -.- ---
---_._--------
Stick full ' right went into erect dive I!~odel irr.rr:.ediately 
(controls together) rolled with ailerons 
into erect position , 
pitched into in-
verted position , 
pitched back into 
erect position and 
dived . 
stick neutral Spun with violent Came out in a steep 
rolling and pi tch- erect or inverted 
ing oscillations dive after 1/4 turn, 
model tended to 
pi tch into flat 
inverted position 
Stick full right went erect -------
(controls together) 
___ 1 ___ 
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Elevator 
setting 
Sti c l{ 
neutral 
stick full 
back 
Do----
Do .... ---
.. 
TABLE XX-- Concluded 
RESULTS OF I~NERTED SPIN TESTS - Concluded 
-------------------De-scrip t ion of model 
Aileron I motion ( before 
setting rudder reversal) 
-~---- -l--- - --- -
F light path J' (after rudder 
reve r sal ) 
~-------- -
Stick neutral went erect 
Stick full right ---------do---------
(c ontrols t oge t her 
Stick neutrrl ---------do ---------
3tick full left Increased rolling 
(cont r ols crossed ) os cillations 
I caused model to g o i nto erect stalled 
I g lide 
_ ____ __ -L-_____ _ 
1 
I 
-~ 
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TABLE XXI 
EFFECT OF Spn~-RECOVERY PARACHUTES ON RECOVERY 
CHARACT3RISTICS OF' MODELS OF TEE XFG- l GLIDER 
[j:.,oading a s indicated; parachute towline attached to tailcone ; spoilers 
clos e d; cilerons neutral; recovery attempte d by opening parachute ; 
rudder full with the srin during recovery attemp t; right erect spin~J 
----- - -- -----i-cente~~~- ------ par~c:t.ute data --=1---Rate . of-- ---T-------l 
Elevator 1 p~~~~~;; , ! Diamete r II Towline des~:~~l(:~s) Turns for I 
Position~:. percent I (feet) l ength (feet) (full - scale) recovery. 
M. A. C ! '(full scale ) (full sCele) (a) I 
____ L ---L I 
Full down 14 3. 6 27 150 I~, zt I 
Full up 14 4 . .5 27 
Full down 14 4.5 27 
150 j 
150 
....L.... 
3 4' 1 
11 1 4' · 12 
aBecause -,f the wandering and oscillatory nature of the spins, 
the values of the airspeed are very appro~imate . 
bVisual estimate. NATIONAL ADVISORY 
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TABL3 ~~I - Continued 
EFFECT OF SPIN- RECOVERY PARACHUTES - Continued 
,---- cente~- of- II Parachute data -~Rate . of -- - I 
gravlty --- T -1 vertlc81 
positLm, I Diameter Towline 'I descent (fps) I Turns for Elevator 
position percent (feet) length (feet) (full scale) I recovery 
M. A. C. I (ful l scale) (full scale)! (a) --','---- - - ---1 
Ful l y loaded 
~:::~d::n;-- ~--;- ::: ; ----~ - -~-1----:: --I :: :i' 2 
Full up 
IFull down 
Fu l l up 
14 
14 
19 
7. 1 
7. 1 
7 · 1 
27 
27 
27 
L-FUll_~ 14 7 · 1 1 3 · 5 L--
250 
250 
250 
250 
aBecause of the wandering and oscillatory neture of the spins , 
the va l ues of the airsneed are very approximate . 
1. .2 
4' 4 
~ 2 4' 
1 
2 
1 1 
4' 4 
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Elevator 
position 
TABLE XXI - Concluded 
EFFECT OF SPIN-RECOVERY PARACHUTES - Concluded 
cent;:r:- or--r-.----;:-achute data R;:te. of 
gravlty- L _______ .: vertlcal 
Turns for 
recovery 
position, 1 Di [lT~o ter Towline des ce nt (fps) 
percent (fe et ) length (feet) (full scale) I 
M ./~. C . (full scale) (full sca;!.e) (a) 
i------ ----I.--- '-- ------ -- -- --. --- --- --------I 
~.------ ----. -. --.---.-r ... _-.. -. _ · ___ ~"'_~ll~".J:O a~ed ___ ~ __ ,_-.. ----- ---.-----. 
!Full down r 14 I 7·1 13·5 1 250 1. It 
Full up . I 19 I 7 · 1 13 . 5 I 250 No effect of 
parachute I_Ful~do' .. n_L ___ 19 ___ __ L __ ~~ ___ L 13 •5 _ ___ 1 250 [. t ~ 
aBecause of the wandering and oscillatory nature of the spins , 
the values of the airspeed are very appr oximate . 
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Eleva tor 
setting 
(des) 
Free 
~OO 
2U 
N 
lD 
2D 
50 
7~0 
100 
Free 
~OO 
lOU 
5U 
N 
~O 
50 
100 
Free 
}OU 
N 
10 
100 
Free 
}OU 
50 
7~0 
100 
Free 
~OU 
N 
l Oll 
150 
Free 
~OU 
N 
10 0 
Free 
~OU 
N 
100 
150 
200 
250 
~OO 
Free 
~OU 
100 
T4BLB XltII . - RESULTS OF LONGITUDINAL-TRIM TESTS 
OP THE 17~8-SCALE HODEL OF THE XPG-l GLIDER 
MR No. L5K21 
~lnlmum tlY1ng 'Weight ",ith pI lob and landing gear; center or gravity as indicated; 
s poIlers and landing gear as indicatedj a11erons neutral; rudder n8utre.~ 
spoiler. 
Neutral 
---do - - -
---do---
---do---
---do - - -
---do---
---do---
---do- --
---do---
Exte nded 
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
Neutral 
---do---
---do-- .. 
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do- --
---do---
-- - do-- -
Extended 
---do---
---do- .. -
--- tio---
---do---
---do ---
Neutral 
---do- --
---do ---
---do---
---do---
Extende d 
---do---
---do---
---do ---
Neutral 
Lending 
Re ar 
On 
----do----
.:---do----
----do--- ... 
----do----
----do- ---
----do .. ---
----do----
----do ----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do ... ---
----do- ---
----do- ---
----do----
Jettisoned 
----do----
----do----
----do- ---
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do- ---
--- - do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
On 
----do ----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
Jettisoned 
---do- -- ----do ----
---do--- ----do----
- --do- -- ----do----
---do-- .. ----do--·--
---do--- ----do----
---do--- ----do-----
--- do--- ----do----
Exhnde d ----do -- - -
-_-do--- ----do----
---do--- ----do----
___ do __ _ 
----do----
9.0. location 
( percent 1(AC 
~ 
14 
14 
14 
14 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
Trim angles of attack, a, deg 
o 
45 
5~ 
~, 
~5 
~ 
2 
25 
68 
~~ 
20 
22 
22 
Inverted 
-6} 
- 59 
-69 
- 51 
-10 
-41 
-60 
Remarks 
Trimme d mom8 Dt.rl~.,. 
at 0° (approx.) 
Trimmed momentarily 
at _3° ( approxo) 
very sena1tlv. 
very little force re-
quired for ehange 
from erect t o in-
verted attitude 
Slightly oscillatory 
In both attitude8 
Erect at t itude, too 
oscillatory to 
determine ('eading 
Os cl1 1a~8d between 
_650 and -74.r . 
Old not trim at 
any attitude 
Oscl11etd at times 
between 26!0 and 
10 2 
}~ . 
Both attitude s were 
osc1llatory. El.- ·· 
vat:.ors were at 1II8.X4. -
mum de flections for 
both at t itudes. 
Erect attitudes were 
oscillatory some-
times. 
Paused at erect atti -
tude, then rot sted 
into inverted 
attitude. 
Erect attitude, too 
OSCillatory to 
determine reading. 
Erect attitude, wes 
sometimes oscillatory . 
Both attitudes 
slightly oscillatory. 
NATlvN AL ADVISORY 
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TABLE XXIII 
TUMBLING TESTS OF THE XFG-l GLIDER MODEL 
WITHOUT INITIAL ROTATION 
~odel released in a nose-up attitude Simulating a whip stall. 
Minimum flying weight; s poilers neutral] 
Elevator Aileron Rudder 
setting setting setting 
;oou N N 
N ---do--- ---do--
100D 
---do--- ---do--
;OoU 
---do--- 25°L 
N ---do--- 25°L 
100D 
---do--- 25°L 
;OoU RAD, LAU N 
N ---do--- ---do--
lOoD 
---do--- ---do--
N - Neutral 
RAD - Right aileron. down 
LAU - Left aileron up 
Tunnel 
airspeed 
(full scale) 
(fps) 
;8 
;8 
; 8 
; 8 
;8 
; 8 
49 
49 
49 
- - -- -
Rate of 
descent 
(full scale) . 
(fps) 
100 
102 
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
- -- --- -
Behavior of model 
Oscillated in pitch through al-
most tl800 measured from nose-
down attitude 
Do. 
Oscillated in pitch through al-
most :1800 measured from n ose-
down attitude into erect 
stalled attitude 
Oscillated in pitch through al-
most ~1800 measure d from n ose-
down attitude 
. Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Oscillated in pit ch through al-
most !1800 meas ured from nose-
down " attitude into erect 
stalled attitude 
Do. 
---- -
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TABLJI: JOCIV. - TUMBLI NG TESTS 01' THE lCFO-l GLIDBf! MODEL WITH INITIAL ROTATION 
(j.todel given Init!al pitohing r ot ation tiI.bout l ateral axis 
Tunnel airs peed tor al l t ee ts WS3 63 teet per seoond , fuU s c ale 
Model l o ading 
,Minimum flying 
wei ght 
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
Do------
00------
Do------
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
Do------
00------
00------
00------
00------
Do------
00------
00------
00------
DO--~---
00------
00------
00------D9------
c.g. 5 percent 
forward 
00------
00------
Do------
00------
Do------
00------
00------
e.g. 5 percent 
rearward 
00------
Do------
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
00------
Mode 1 condl ticn 
Lending ge&:\' on 
spoilers neutral 
-------do-------
-------do-------
----- - - do-------
----- - -do-------
------ - do-------
----- - -do-------
-------do------ -
-------do-------
--- - ---do-------
-------do------ -
-------do-------
-------do- ------
-------do -------
-------do------ -
-------do-------
-------do-------
-------do-------
Spoilers neutral 
landing gear 
Jettisone d 
-------do-------
--... ----do-------
-------do-------
----- ... -do- - -----
-- _____ do ______ _ 
-------do-------
-------do-------
La.nding ge ar on 
s poilers 
extended 
------ -do-------
_____ __ do ______ _ 
-------do-------
_____  ______ _ 
-------do-------
--_____ do ______ _ 
-------do-------
Landing gear on 
spoilers neutral 
_______ do ______ _ 
_______ do ______ _ 
-_-----do-------
-------do-------
-------do-------
____ ___ do ______ _ 
_______ do ______ _ 
-------do-------
_______ do ______ _ 
_______ do ______ _ 
-------do-------
-------do-------
-------do-------
-------do-------
-------do-------
-------do-- - ----
~AD - Right a ileron down 
tAU - Lett aileron up 
El evator 
setti"" 
100 0 
200 0 
~OoU 
N 
100 0 
200 0 
~OoU 
N 
100 0 
2000 
Aileron 
se tting 
N 
---do---
- --do---
---do---
---do--· 
---do---
RAD, LAU 
---do---
---do---
N 
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
RAD , LAU 
---do---
---do---
N 
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do-- -
--"-do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
___ do __ _ 
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do-.--
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do ---
---do---
---do---
Rudder 
setting 
N 
---do---
---do- --
25°L 
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
II 
---do---
---do---
---do ---
---do---
- .. -do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
- --do---
- --do---
---do---
---do---
---do- --
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
-- -do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do ---
---do---
---do---
---do---
---do- --
---40---
Direc tion 
of ini thl 
p itching 
rotation 
Negative 
--- - do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do- - --
posit1ve 
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
--- -do- - --
Ne g at ive 
----do----
----do----
----do----
poai t1ve 
----do----
----do----
----do----
Negative 
----do----
----do- - - -
----do----
poaitive 
----do----
----do ----
----do----
NegatlYo 
... ---do----
----do----
----do----
poai t 1 .... 
----do----
----do----
----do---· 
Ne gat ive 
----do----
----do----
----do----
po.Hive 
----do----
----do----
----do----
----do----
Rate of 
descent 
(full scale ) 
(fps) 
97 
88 
91 
95 
95 
MR No. L5K21 
Behavior ot mode l 
stopped tumbling end 
pitched into d ive with 
oacillationa in p i tch 
Did not atop tumbling 
Do. 
st~~~:~e~~~!!~i~ _lth 
oacillationa In pitoh 
Did not stop tumbl ing 
Do . 
stopped tumbling 1n in-
verte d poa ition and 
rolled to p ilot' a latt 
into erect attitude 
Did not a top t umbling 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Stoppe d tumbling end 
pitched i nto diva with 
osci llations in p itoh 
Did not a top t umbling 
Do. 
Stopped tumbling and 
pitched into dive with 
oacillation. in pitch 
Old not s t op tumbling 
Do. 
stoppe d tumb ling and 
pitched into dive with 
0.cll1ationa In p itch 
Stoppe d tumbling and 
p itched into an eNct 
Itall e d attitude 
Did not a top tumbling 
t>oT 
Do. 
Do. 
Stoppe d tumbling and 
pitche d into dive with 
oscillations In pitoh 
stopped tumbling and 
pitc h. d Into invert.d 
. t all.d attt.tude 
Do. 
Stoppe d tumbling and 
pI tched into erec t 
s t a lled position 
Did not s top tumbli ng 
Do. 
Do . 
Do. 
Stopped tumbling and 
pitched into dive with 
01 c ill.t lon. I n p1 tch 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Did not s top tumbling 
1)6. 
Do. 
s toppe d tumbling and 
pitched into 41 •• wIth 
o.clilatlona in pitch 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Did not a top tumbling 
Do . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Stoppe d tumbling and 
pItche d into dive with 
oscill.t!ona in p1 tch 
Do. 
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T ASLE XXV 
TUMBLING TESTS OF A _ l_-SC ALE MODEL 
17 .8 
OF THE ~(FG- l GLIDER IN TEE FULLY LOADED 
CONDITION WITH I NITIAL ROTATION 
~poilers neutral; ai l erons end rudder neutral; 
model given init i al rotation about the lateral 
axis ; the tests were run at an airspeed 
of 102 . 1 fe e t pe r second, full scal~ 
l-------l------Dir-ec ti ~n of I i Elev2tor ini tia l pitch- Behavior of model 
I 
sett~n~.___ ing -=_ot ation ~. __ -
Ful l up I' Negative I Stopped tumbling and 
I 
dived 
Neutral I ------do ... ----- Did not stop tumbling 
F~~ild~;n I ---;~~~~~~~ ---~ g~ : 
Neutrnl ! ---- ~ - do-~---- stopped tumbling and 
I pitched into dive I I Ful~own I -----=-=~o -- ... -_=_~ Stopped twnbling --.-J 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COJV11'JTITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

MR No . L5K21 
Spoiler 
Ai/eron 
.Bot 
Elevator 
.75C 
-n+---+-- 8 .S2." 
~ 
t. Thrust 
1---------- 36.-'1-7 ... 
1------ /9.8C " - -----1 
9.37"--~--
---.i. 
2..47 
TO~ /o.o/ ~ 
Rudder II. L 
NAnONAl ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
1... Tnrust --4--
flfure I Sketch or t17(5' lie scale #/oclel 
oT tile {'or/le//ctS X,rC - / 9'//der os tested 
f/; tile Tree - S;O;/7/l//lj' ttL/l/le/. Ce/lter-oi-
g.rovity /,oo.sltlon .slloH'/l mr t;7e minimtll77 
flying weip/;t cOf}oItio/} 
# 

Normal condition, spoilers extended. 
Normal condition-landing gear jettisoned. 
Fi gure 2.- Photographs of the li.8-scale model of the Cornelius XFG-l glider. 
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'-Direcf/on of oirsfr~tJm 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE fOR AERONAUTICS 
Figure S . - SI1'~fc/} s/)oWI/;9 a f/11.8-sC'Q/e /77ode/ or rl;e ~ FG-/ ~//qe'/' //1 
the wire ,rig vsed Tt:); rhtf /o/}q//t/q//?a/ T/-;'m reSTs. 
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MR No. L5K21 
o A li?/o//e .. 
o /Yode / /7J////mUffJ 
//$'/0/ u.t?91Jf 
c: ~ <> Nodel /'(///.y looot:x:l 
. ~ a aJO t----,r----::Ir---~r--___,.-~-_7f'., 
i..:, '5-1'/0-
\) . ~ 
'<:l (,~ /6>0 
~ ..,.... 
~ 
~ ~/60 ~-::I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ '6~ 
tj $!( 40 J'----:IL----:jo'---,f"----;t'-----::lt'-----::lt'--7I: 
~~ 
, \J / 20 1L-~'----Jl'--~:...--7Y---+-L.J 
~ ~ /00 1L---J'--~'----,!l~-7f- --F----L..K 
1::: i::) 
~ 0\ 
1'\ , I"': ao ~----,jIL---,jo'--~:""-" C(S 
o -.ct) --'10 --6? -dO -/0::7 -/20 -/40 /a:/ /80 2t:XJ .Y/o-~ 
.1y -lz R(9/of/v(? moss dlsfnbution 
/nb
2 
Incn?osed along the W1'9S • 
NgUt"(? 4 /"loss poro07etGrS ("or lood/yS' jJoss;blB 
on TI7~ XFG- I gilder and ~or /OOdlr:;;:s 
Tf:?Smd 0/1 tiN? /T1oc/el . (POln!..; oro ~or /ooc:/l~ 
I/s-fed /n robls.2Z1 O/7d ~ ) NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
.- -~- ------------
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